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Precise QCD predictions for the production

of a photon pair in association with two jets
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We compute the cross section for the production of a high-mass photon pair in association with
two hadronic jets to next-to-leading order (NLO) in quantum chromodynamics (QCD). Our results
allow for the first time to reliably predict the absolute normalisation of this process, and demon-
strate that the shape of important kinematical distributions is modified by higher-order effects.
The perturbative corrections will be an important ingredient to precision studies of Higgs boson
properties from its production in association with two jets.
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Following the discovery of the Higgs boson at the
CERN LHC [1], the study of Higgs boson properties
has now become a major research objective of particle
physics. By measuring a variety of production and de-
cay modes of the Higgs boson, the determination of the
Higgs boson quantum numbers and couplings to Stan-
dard Model particles will become increasingly precise,
thereby allowing to uncover possible deviations from the
Standard Model realization of the Higgs mechanism of
electroweak symmetry breaking. These studies rely on a
close interplay between experimental data and theoret-
ical predictions for Higgs boson signal and background
processes.
Reliable theoretical predictions for hadron collider pro-

cesses require the inclusion of higher order QCD correc-
tions. Impressive progress has been made in recent years
in the derivation of QCD corrections to the most impor-
tant Higgs boson production processes, with gluon fu-
sion [2] and associated production [3] known fully exclu-
sively to next-to-next-to-leading order (NNLO) in QCD,
and vector-boson-fusion [4] and associated production
with top quarks [5] to next-to-leading order (NLO). For
the gluon fusion process, which is the largest contribu-
tion to Higgs production at the LHC, NLO corrections
have also been derived for Higgs boson production in as-
sociation with up to three jets [6–8].
To disentangle different Higgs boson production pro-

cesses, and to optimize signal-to-background ratios, one
often distinguishes samples according to the number
of jets observed together with the Higgs boson candi-
date. In particular, Higgs production in association with
two jets allows to probe the vector boson fusion pro-
cess, which is of crucial importance for the study of the
Higgs mechanism and for the determination of couplings.
Accordingly, precise predictions for the corresponding
background processes are required to optimize detection
strategies and to allow for a meaningful interpretation of
experimental observations.
Among the most prominent Higgs boson discovery

modes is the decay to two photons H → γγ [11], which,
despite its low branching fraction, has a favourable

signal-to-background ratio. In the experimental studies
of Higgs boson properties in this channel [9, 10], the back-
ground contributions are estimated from fits to side-band
data with diphoton invariant mass away from the Higgs
boson mass. This pragmatic approach to quantify the
total background allowed the Higgs boson discovery in
the diphoton channel; it may however face its limitations
once it comes to precision studies of the Higgs boson
properties, in particular its production mechanism. In
this context, it is highly desirable to have precise pre-
dictions for the production of photon pairs in association
with a definite number of hadronic jets. Photon pair pro-
duction without extra jets is known to NNLO [12], and
photon-pair-plus-one-jet production to NLO [13, 14]. In
both cases, the inclusion of higher order corrections re-
vealed new kinematical features that may turn out to be
crucial in precision studies. For photon-pair-plus-two-jet
production, only leading order predictions were available
up to now, which are insufficient for precise phenomeno-
logical studies. In this letter, we present the first calcu-
lation of NLO QCD corrections to this process.

Photons at hadron colliders can originate either from
the hard interaction process itself or from hadron de-
cays. To single out the photons originating from the hard
production process, photon isolation criteria are applied,
which are typically formulated in the form of a maxi-
mum amount of hadronic energy that is admitted in the
vicinity of the photon. By admitting some hadronic ac-
tivity around a photon, one includes final state config-
urations with a final state quark radiating a highly en-
ergetic collinear photon. These configurations contain a
collinear singularity, related to small invariant masses of
the quark-photon system. Mass factorization in QCD
relates this singularity to a redefinition of the quark-to-
photon fragmentation function [15, 16], which describes
the production of a photon inside a hadronic jet. Like
parton distributions in the proton, these fragmentation
functions are non-perturbative objects that have to be
determined from experimental data [17].

To suppress the dependence of isolated photon cross
sections on these a priori unknown fragmentation func-
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tions, a smooth cone isolation criterion has been pro-
posed [18], which varies the threshold on the hadronic
energy inside the isolation cone with the radial distance
from the photon. It is described by the cone size R, a
weight factor n and an isolation parameter ǫ. With this
criterion, one considers smaller cones of radius rγ inside
the R-cone and calls the photon isolated if the energy in
any sub-cone does not exceed

Ehad,max(rγ) = ǫ p
γ
T

(

1− cos rγ
1− cosR

)n

.

By construction, the smooth cone isolation does not
admit any hard collinear quark-photon configurations,
thereby allowing a full separation of direct and sec-
ondary photon production, and consequently eliminat-
ing the need for a photon fragmentation contribution in
the theoretical description. We will employ the smooth
isolation criterion throughout our calculation.
For the production of two photons and two jets the cal-

culation of three types of subprocesses is needed, namely

qq̄ → γγqq̄, qq̄ → γγq′q̄′, gg → γγqq̄ .

All other subprocesses can be obtained by crossing
and/or changing of overall prefactors. We neglect the
contributions from the loop-suppressed process gg →
γγgg, which is formally of higher order in the perturba-
tive expansion. To obtain the NLO predictions for each
subprocess, virtual one-loop corrections and single real
radiation corrections have to be computed.
The matrix elements for tree level and real emission

contributions have been generated with MadGraph [19],
the subtraction terms to cancel the QCD singularities
are provided by MadDipole [20], which uses the dipole
formalism as described in [21]. The tree level and IR
subtracted NLO real radiation cross sections for dipho-
ton plus two jet final states have been checked against
SHERPA [22], finding good agreement. For the generation
of the virtual one-loop amplitudes the package GoSam [23]
has been used. Based on a Feynman diagrammatic ap-
proach, it uses QGRAF [24] and FORM [25] to generate the
diagrams. Furthermore it uses the library Spinney [26] to
deal with the spinor-helicity formalism and Haggies [27]
and FORM to optimise the output. For the reduction
we use a d-dimensional integrand level decomposition as
implemented in Samurai [28], applying unitarity based
methods [29]. For unstable points we used a tensorial de-
composition as contained in Golem95 [30]. The remaining
master integrals are computed with either OneLoop [31],
or Golem95C [30]. Contributions from top quarks loops
are omitted as they have been shown to be negligible in
the diphoton plus one jet process [14]. All ingredients are
combined in an automated way with a numerical phase
space integration provided by MadEvent [32].
The numerical results presented in the following have

been calculated at center-of-mass energy
√
s = 8TeV.

For the jet clustering we used an anti-kT algorithm [33]
with a cone size of Rj = 0.5 provided by the FastJet

package [34]. We used the CT10 set of parton distribu-
tions [35] as contained in the LHAPDF library [36] and
worked with NF = 5 massless quark flavours. The fol-
lowing kinematic cuts have been applied:

p
jet
T > 30 GeV, p

γ,1
T > 40 GeV, p

γ,2
T > 25 GeV,

|ηγ | ≤ 2.5, |ηj | ≤ 4.7, Rγ,j > 0.5, Rγ,γ > 0.45.

For the photon isolation, we use the smooth cone isola-
tion criterion [18] with R = 0.4, n = 1 and ǫ = 0.05.
Renormalization and factorization scales µ and µF have
been chosen as dynamical scales, with the default scale
being µ2

0 = 1
4
(m2

γγ+
∑

j p
2
T,j), and we have used µ = µF .

The behavior of the total cross section when varying the
scales by a factor of x ·µ0 is shown in Figure 1. The plot
shows a substantial reduction of the scale uncertainty
when including the NLO corrections. For the total cross
section we obtain

σLO = 2.39+0.66
−0.49 pb, σNLO = 3.08+0.21

−0.18 pb ,

where the perturbative uncertainty is estimated by vary-
ing x ∈ [0.5, 2].
In Higgs production via vector boson fusion (VBF) and

Higgs decay into two photons, the CP-properties of the
Higgs coupling to electroweak gauge bosons are reflected
in the azimuthal distribution of the two tagging jets [37].
Fig. 2 shows the distribution of the corresponding QCD
background for the production of two jets and two pho-
tons. The error band denotes the theoretical uncertainty

0
µ/µx=
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FIG. 1. Scale dependence of the total cross section at LO and
NLO with x = µ/µ0.

estimated from the variation of renormalization and fac-
torization scales from 0.5 · µ0 to 2 · µ0. Apart from the
expected reduction of the scale uncertainty, Figure 2 ex-
hibits a significant change of the NLO shape compared
to the tree-level calculation. This behavior can be under-
stood from the fact that the additional parton present in
the NLO real radiation part enhances the configurations
where the jets are close in azimuthal angle. Therefore
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FIG. 2. Azimuthal angle ∆Φ(j1, j2) distribution between the
two hardest jets.

FIG. 3. R-separation R(j1, γ1) between the hardest jet and
the hardest photon.

it is crucial that NLO corrections are taken into account
for a precise estimation of the background.

The R-separation between the hardest jet and the
hardest photon as shown in Figure 3 exhibits large dif-
ferences in the shape at NLO for small values of the
R-separation. This can be explained by the underlying
kinematics. At LO, the pair of hard photon and hard jet
being close in R-space would have to be counterbalanced
with the soft photon and the soft jet. This is kinemat-
ically impossible at LO but appears at NLO due to the
additional radiation.

Figure 4 shows the invariant mass of the diphoton sys-
tem. Here as well, inclusion of the NLO corrections re-
sults in a kinematics-dependent, non-constant correction
factor. In particular, NLO corrections lead to an en-
hancement in the low mγγ regime. This behavior can be

FIG. 4. Invariant mass mγγ of the two photons.

explained by the larger final-state phase space available
at NLO. The increase of the perturbative uncertainty in
the high-mass tail can be understood to be due to the
growing relative importance of three-jet final states in
this region, thereby resulting in a leading order scale de-
pendence.

The substantial corrections to the shapes that we ob-
served in several different kinematic distributions are
well beyond the estimated uncertainties obtained at lead-
ing order. They highlight the importance of genuine
NLO QCD effects in photon-pair-plus-two-jet produc-
tion. To obtain background estimates in Higgs boson
studies from the candidate-plus-two-jet events sample,
multi-differential distributions are required. Those can
often not be extracted reliably from sideband data due
to lack of statistics, and our calculation provides for the
first time a sound theoretical prediction for the QCD in-
duced background in the highly important two-photon
channel. With the cuts as defined above, we observe
that the total cross section can be predicted at NLO to
an accuracy of about 10%. At present, our calculation is
restricted to the smooth cone isolation, which eliminates
photon-fragmentation contributions and therefore differs
from the fixed-cone isolation prescription typically used
in experimental studies. A more detailed phenomenolog-
ical study of higher-order QCD effects in diphoton-plus-
two-jet production and of the impact of photon isolation
issues will be presented in a subsequent paper.
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